Why use a Solar pool cover?

Cover your pool with a good quality solar
pool blanket, and enjoy the benefits.
In Australia, solar pool covers
are the most popular choice
for domestic (and even many
commercial) pools. Practical
and cost effective, solar pool
covers offer many key
beneﬁts.
You will save water
We sell mostly Abgal Oasis
Solar covers, which have
been tested and proven to
stop up to 99% of
evaporation.
Many people ﬁnd that they no
longer need to ‘top up’ their
pool levels at all once they
start using a solar cover.
Use less chemicals
Another beneﬁt to stopping
evaporation is reduced
chemical consumption.
Because of this, when you
install a solar pool cover for
the ﬁrst time, it is important to
turn your chlorinator down by
around half.

A warmer pool
A solar pool cover will attract
heat from the sun, and
transfer that heat into your
pool water. Using a solar
cover can increase your pool
temperature by up to 8oC,
and extend your swimming
season by several weeks.
Less leaves
You know all those leaves
you have to scoop out of your
pool? If you keep the cover
on, the leaves sit on top of
the cover, instead of falling
into your pool!
Just sweep or use a blower to
get leaves off the cover
before you take it off.
If leaves and debris are a
signiﬁcant problem, you should
consider an actual leaf cover.

Reduced power
consumption
With less leaves and debris
sitting on the pool ﬂoor, your
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pool vacuum and pump do
not need to work as hard. You
may also be able to reduce
the amount of hours that you
run your pump for (but this is
dependant on your pump
type and pool environment
and usage).
Deter birds
If you’ve ever had problems
with migrating ducks and
other birds dropping by, you
know what a mess they can
leave behind. The key to
stopping ducks is to remove
the visual appeal as they ﬂy
overhead - cover the pool,
and they will ﬂy right on by to
the next pool or lake.
More ‘you’ time
Less leaves to scoop, no
duck poop to scrub off - you
might actually have more
time to enjoy your pool!
Talk to your local pool shop
for maintenance advice.

